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Introduction / Objectives

A nuclear material safeguards system was developed for
the light-water reactor-pursuant to the Nonproliferation
Treaty and the Verification Agreement. The so-called
"facility attachments" had already been worked out and
fixed for certain model facxlities (e.g. in the FRG for -
the light-water nuclear power plant at Stade). On the
basis of the above treaties and the agreement on the
foundation of the EURATOM nuclear material safeguards in
the reactor facilities of the FRG is already being
carried out in accordance with the EURATOM Decree No.
3227/76 on the implementation of the regulations of the
EURATOM safeguards measures.

The aim of the present study is to draw up a suitable
safeguards concept for a new reactor type - the thorium
high-temperature reactor - and to present it to the
international control authorities. In this connection
the present study is to provide the required basic mate-
rial enabling the organisations concerned - the IAEA,
EURATOM, the reactor manufacturers and operators - to
implement in iterative process steps an adequate nuclear
material safeguards system for the high-temperatur reac-
tor that would meet" the international safeguards require-
ments .

When developing the concept of this safeguards system
the attempt was made to utilize existing procedures al-
ready recognized and tested by the control authorities,
as far as this is possible in view of the diverging
reactor concept compared to the light-water reactor. Thus,
the safeguards measures will be based on three essential
factors consisting of material accounting, as a measure
of basic significance, containment and surveillance, as
an important supplementary measure.



The safeguards system was primarily developed for the
THTR-3oo being built at present in the FRG which will
be put into operation by approx. 198o. The concept was
drawn up in such a manner that other pebble bed reactors
as well can be safeguarded by the measures proposed here.



2. Description of details relevant to the safeguards system
of the THTR-3OQ

2.1 General description of the .fuel elements and/or element
flow

The flow of the fuel elements and of the other elements
(see also No. 2.2) through the THTR-3oo power plant is
shown in fig. 1.

The fuel elements are supplied in welted barrels contai-
ning approx. 1.000 elements each and are stored in the
storage facility for fresh fuel elements. Following
flangemounting of the barrels for fresh fuel elements to
the loading station of the loading facility, the fuel
elements are transferred from the storage stock to the
inventory of the loading facility. After the fuel ele-
ments have left the calibration facility in the inspec-
tion stand of the loading station they remain in a closed
cycle during normal reactor operation, until they are
discharged at the discharge station«

The elements flowing through the core are led through a
scrap separator. Destroyed or damaged elements are sor-
ted out and collected in the scrap drum. Undamaged ele-
ments are. stored in the buffer for undamaged pebbles.
The buffer pipes of the fresh elements and of those with-
drawn from the core are connected in the collector block.
The collector is controlled via the central computer and
control unit. The collector releases individual elements
towards the measurement reactor which distinguishes bet-
ween fuel elements and non-fuel elements (absorber and
graphite elements).

The information obtained is passed on to the process com-
puter. Spent elements are discharged; elements designated
for the core are transported to the core via the booster
pipe determined by the computer.



2.2

At the discharge station 2.1oo fuel elements are filled
in a discharge drum which is then sealed and transported
to the storage facility for spent fuel elements. After a
cooling time of approx. one year the fuel element drums
are loaded in a transport container and taken to an ex-
ternal storage facility (leaving the reactor MBA.).

The described pebble flow applies to the run-in phase
and the equilibrium core explained in more detail under
No. 2.2. In contrast to this, .during first core loading,
the individual types of elements are fed into the core
by means of a temporary loading facility. This phase
which has not yet been fixed in detail for the THTR-3oo
cannot be incorporated in an automated and instrumental
nuclear material safeguards system. According to the pre-
sent state of knowledge, it seems to be appropriate to
envisage a full-time permanent inspection for the duration
of this phase (approx. three months, once at the begin-
ning of the reactor operation).

The different types of elements and reactor operationghases____ ___._ .__ _».

Three different types of elements are used in the THTR-
3oo. Depending on the ratio in the reactor core, thare
are two different operation phases described in more
detail under No. 2.2.2.

2.2.1 2SicriBtion_of_the_tyj3es_of„elements

During the run-in phase of the THTR the core contains
fuel elements, absorber elements and graphite elements.
These elements, hereinafter also called pebbles, have a
uniform diameter of 60 mm and cannot be distinguished
from outside. According to the specification, the mass
distribution of the individual types of elements over-
lap slightly so that the fresh «laments cannot be
distinguished by weighing. Clear separation of fresh



elements, however, is rendered possible by X-ray assay.

Fuel elements

The fuel elements consist of a core with a diameter of
approx. 55 mm and of a graphite shell of at least 5 mm
thickness enclosing the core. The fuel element core is
composed of a mixture of graphitic matrix material and
coated particles. The fuel element particle of thorium-
uranium mix oxide cernals iŝ enclosed by three layers of
pyrolytical carbon. The graphite shell together with the
fuel element core determine the mechanical strength of
the fuel element. The hold-back capability for radio-
active fission products is achieved by the pyrocarbon
layers of the fuel element particles and the graphite
of the fuel element particle as well as by the shell. The
u-235 content (93 % enriched) per fuel element amounts
to o.96 gr. + 5 % which is the mean of approx. 2.ooo
fuel elements (equal to 1 fuel element charge). When
taking the mean of approx. to.ooo fuel elements the
0-235 content per fuel element is o.96 gr. + o.5 %.

The thorium content per fuel element amounts to approx.
1o.2 gr. + 1 %, the mean of approx. lo.ooo fuel elements
(equal to 1 fuel element charge). The carbon content per •
fuel element is 192 gr. + 2 %.

The total weight of 1 fuel element ranges between 200.8
and 2o8.o gr.

Absorber_elements

The absorber element consists of a core of approx. So mm
in diameter and a graphite shell of 5 mm thickness en-
closing the core. The core is composed of coated carbon
particles, hafnium powder and graphite.



The hafnium content for 1 absorber element is 4.2 gr. +
1o %,when taking the mean of a charge of approx. 2.ooo
absorber elements 4.2 gr . + 1 % .

The boron content for 1 absorber element is o.o3 gr. +
1o %, when taking the mean of a charge o.o3 gr. + 1 %.

The carbon content for 1 absorber element amounts to 192
gr. + 2 %. The total weight of the absorber element ranges
between 192 gr. and 2oo.5 gr.

The graphite element is a pure graphite pebble. Its
weight amounts to 19o gr. + 2 % which corresponds to
limit values of 186.2 and 193.8 gr.

2.2.2 The__reactor_op_eration_gha3es

Following first core loading (see also No. 2.1) by means
of a temporary loading facility, actual power operation
with continuous and mainly automated pebble circulation
may be started. The first core contains 359. opo fuel
elements, 277.ooo graphite elements and 37.317 absorber
elements .

Regarding the loading storage strategy one may generally
say that the loading and discharge rates of the different
pebble types are linked with the reactor power. This
means that e.g. at reduced power of 4o %, the daily loa-
ding and discharge rates as well are reduced to 4o %
of their values at full power.

During the operation period called run-in phase» from the
first core to the equilibrium phase, 621 fresh fuel ele-
ments and a variable number of absorber elements are added
per full power day. Graphite elements are loaded only
during first core loading of the reactor core. The loading



rate of the absorber elements during the run-in phase
decisively depends upon the burn-up behaviour of the
reactor core and is precalculated by means of loading
computations.

The total discharge fates of the three pebble types
must be equal to the loading rates so that the number
of pebbles remains constant in. the core in the daily
mean. As in the case of the loading rate, the discharge
rate of the absorber elements during the run-irt phase as
well represents a decisive factor for long-term reacti-
vity control and must« therefore, be explicitly com-
puted. At the beginning of the run-in phase only gra-
phite elements are discharged. Since, on the other hand,
no graphite elements are added, the reactor core more
and more looses graphite elements until not sufficient
graphite elements are available for discharge. This is
the point, when the fuel elements as well are discharged.

Fig. 2 and fig. 3 show the loading and discharge rates
of the three pebble types during the run-in phase. The
curves refer to full power operation. Reduced power
rates result in a corresponding stretching of the time
scale.

The values listed for the first core composition of the
various pebble types and for the loading and discharge
rates shown in fig. 2 and fig. 3 result in the temporal
course of the composition of the reactor core, in accor-
dance with the different pebble types(shown in fig. 4).

During the equilibrium phase there no longer are absor-
ber or graphite elements in the core. Per full power day
621 fresh fuel elements are added and 621 discharged.
The spent fuel elements are continuously discharged
during the circulation operation, while all the 621
fresh fuel elements are added at one time, following
completion of the daily circulation operation« Therefore,
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2.3
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the number of fuel elements in the core fluctuates
between 600 and loo pebbles per day.

Storage facility and storage barrels for fresh (fuel)
elements

2.3.1 Barrels

Welted barrels are used as storage containers for fresh
fuel elements which are equipped with a double wall. The
barrel lock consists of a cover fastened by 1o screws
(fig. 5). Two oppositely located screws have a. diameter
of 6 mm each, permitting sealing or leading. The barrels
have a capacity of 2oo 1 each, which is equal to approx.
1.000. elements.

For distinction of the individual barrels the barrels for
fuel eleirjnts have been spray-painted yellow, for gra-
phite elements black and for absorber elements green. In
order to avoid additional errors at the loading facility
(see No. 2.4) the graphite element barrels and absorber
element barrels have only 8 screws at the barrel flange,
whereas the barrels for fuel elements possess 1o screws.

Each barrel is marked with a consecutive number on the
cover and the barrel wall. The barrel number for fuel
elements and the charge number from the fuel element
fabrication can be matched. The number of fuel elements
and the quantity of fission material per barrel are
listed in the certificates and/or shipping notes.

2.3.2 Storage_facilitjr

The storage facility consists of the rooms No. 351, 352
and 353 located at + 11 m in the reactor service building.
The storage area measures approx. 14 x 6 m.

^'l* V* *
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Access to the storage area is possible through the stair
well or via the elevator through room No. 351. The sto-
rage facility can also be entered from the stair well or
via a freight elevator through romm No. 353. The loading
station in room No. 352 can only be entered through sto-
rage room No. 351 or 353. Room No. 353 primarily contains
barrels for fuel elements. Room No. 352 accommodates the
loading station, whereas room No. 351 is designated for
both fuel element and absorber element barrels. The rooms
No. 351 and 353 are equipped with steel shelves where 3
barrels on top of each can be stored. Room No. 351 holds
36 barrels and room No. 353 has sufficient space for 134
barrels.

The entrance doors to the storage area are fire-proof and
the doors between room No. 352 and 353 are made of fire-
resistant steel.

2.4 Loading facility and reactor core (including scrap drum

2.4.1 2gscriBtign_of _the_loading_f acilitjf-aSd_-the_reactor_cgre

The loading facility consists of a widely branched pipe
system in which the pebbles reach their destination by
means o.f gravity and/or pneumatic force. The blocks re-
present pipe junctions where operation components are
located. The operation components are designated to di-
stribute the pebbles into the individual pipe sections
(switch), to collect (collector) and sporadically pass
on (doser and/or pressure barrier) as well as to count
the pebbles (pebble counter). Fig. 7 and fig. 8 provide
a schematic picture of the loading facility. Fig. 8
also shows the spatial arrangement of the essential parts
of the loading facility euch as blocks, pipes and opera-
tion components. Furthermore, it provides details of
parts that are operated under normal pressure and under
pressure of 4o bar to which also the cooling gas helium
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is compressed. This fact is very interesting for safe-
guards reasons, since any manipulation of the high-
pressure parts of the loading facility requires prior
reduction to normal pressure.

Fig. 8 also shows that the reactor core is completely
embedded in the prestressed concrete pressure vessel.
Fuel element pebbles in this part of the reactor cannot
even be reached by the operator, i.e. the pebbles can
only be discharged via the feed-in or discharge pipes
and/or the scrap drum filling system (see No. 2.4.2).
Therefore, this study which is to describe and analize
the parts relevant to the safeguards system does not
have to provide details on the reactor core.

The pebble loading station (room No. 352, fiq. 6) is
situated between the storage rooms No. 351 and No. 353
for fresh fuel elements. The individual components such
as loading lock, collector block, lock armatures and
distributor block are located outside the prestressed
concrete pressure vessel. Between the loading station
and the collector block there are two parallel buffer
sections (room No. 2o2, fig. 12) for 3oo pebbles each.
The pebbles are discharged through the fuel element lock
in room No. 11o into that part of the loading facility
which operates under a pressure of 4o bar. From here
the buffer pipes run through the ring wall supporting
the prestressed concrete pressure vessel. The room in-
side the ring wall is divided by an inserted ceiling.
Above this ceiling the loading room No. 121 (fig. 8)
is located which is not accessible and which
accommodates those parts of the loading facility (except
for the discharge section) traversed by the irradiated
pebbles.

Working parts have been arranged in the inserted ceiling
in such a manner that they can be maintained and ex-
changed from the accessible room No. o28.
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The pebble distinction facility is located in a separate-
ly radio-shielded room (No. 121 b) above the inserted
ceiling. The booster pipes after they have entered the
prestressed concrete pressure vessel, run outside the
thermal barrier and up to the ceiling reflector and from
here through the thermal barrier into the feed-in posi-
tions.

The discharge section is mainly located in the discharge
tube. In case of disorder, this tube is designated for
ventilation of the loading room. Xn room No. o2o where
the discharge tube ends is the lower discharge block
from where the discharge pipes directly lead to the
pebble discharge room No. o23.

2.4.2 Scraj3_drum_f illing_sy.stem

Below the pebble discharge pipe (discharge of the pebbles
from the reactor and not from the loading facility) there
is a pebble discharge container to which two singler-
scrap separators are mounted. The pebble discharge con-
tainer is enclosed by the scrap separation room No. 121a.
Each singler-scrap separator unit is assigned to one
scrap drum. The scrap separator room which under reactor
operation pressure is locked by two !shielding plugs on
which the scrap drums are located.

Only one singler-scrap separator unit is working at a tine.
The scrap separator consists of a helical groove with a
trapezoid cross-cut. As the groove is open at the bottom,
damaged pebbles fall through the groove into the scrap
drum.

The scrap drum itself (including th« gas-proof cover) is
almost identical with the drums for spent fuel elements
(see also No. 2.5). The scrap drum's capacity of almost
2.ooo pebbles is sufficient to collect the pebble scrap
generated during the entire reactor operation. As two
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drums are envisaged, the reactor operator - even if
extraordinary cases are assumed - will almost never be
forced to exchange the drum content. An exchange, how-
ever, is technically possible. In order to get an exact
picture of the drum content during the long operation
period, automatic content level indication is provided.
The drum content is measured by a column fixed to the
bottom of the drum. Electrodes are located at the 1/4,
1/2, 3/4 and 1/1 level mark showing the content level,
when a graphite bridge is formed between the electrode
and the column.

At the upper end of the column there is a sensor for
individual counting of the pebbles and/or bigger pebble
pieces. Upon contact of the sensor cap a voltage impuls
is generated which is recorded by the computer. The
electric wires of the sensor and the electrodes lead to
the drum bottom inside the column and from there run
through pressure glass ducts.

2.5 Storage facility and storage containers for spent
fuel elements

The drum for spent fuel elements is identical with the
discharge drums for absorber or graphite elements. Fig.
9 shows the discharge drum and fig. 1o the gas-proof
cover.

A metal rim has been welded to the drum bottom which
permits stacking and exact positioning of the drums in
the storage room. The flange of the drum has at the
inside a bore of 225 mm in diameter for locking the
cover (pressing force 3 x Io N). To open the gas-proof
cover a force of approx. 3 x Io N is required.

Th* drum is designated for an internal pressure of 4 bar
and 32o° c.. Its capacity amounts to 2.1oo pebbles.



The storage facility for spent fuel elements (fig. 11)
is part of the reactor service building. Above the "~
storage facility there is the crane hall, room No. 276.
Directly accessible is only the crane hall via a hatch
door; the crane hall is located at + 6.25 m. The hatch
door is accessible via a gangway in the material sluice.

The storage facility measures approx. 12 x 12.4 m and is
divided into 81 positions (three drums on top of each
other), 18 of which are separated as the loo-day store
(fig. 11). At + 4.1 m the storage facility for spent
fuel elements is covered by a grey cast iron plug cei-
ling.

Opening No. 5 serves for drawing in the empty discharge
drums from the storage room for empty drums. The top of
this opening is sealed by a motor-driven grey cast iron
cover. From the control stand (8) of the crane the crane
hall can easily be overlooked through a shielding window.
The filled and sealed discharge drums are pulled from
the pebble discharge room into the crane hall through the
discharge shafts No. 2, 3 and 4. Shaft 1 is designated
for the handover of the scrap drums and those drums 'that
had to be removed from the loading facility for repair.

<-.

The opening for the withdrawal of the fuel element drum
(6) is the connection to the fuel element storage sluice.
At normal operation (storage of drums) this opening is
covered by a shielding lock.

The drums supplied from the discharge station are first
kept in a position of the loo-day store. After a cooling
tim« these drums are transferred to a position of the re-
maining store. The last two shaft rows are designated for
th« 1oo-day store, the first row for absorber and graphite
elements as well as for other radioactive scrap (seen from
the position of the control stand).
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3. Brief description of the operation mode of the components
relevant to the safeguards system listed under point 2.

3.1 Cagacitŷ of _the_loading_f acility.

The entire core fill of 674.2oo elements is circulated
approx. two times per full-power year which amounts to a.
daily circulation quantity of approx. 3.7oo elements
during a 7-day working week. The circulation power
amounts to 5oo elements/h for an 8 hour operation per
day. Thus a frequency of 7 sec is required in the sec-
tions of the gravity tube system. . v

-W ^

At full power operation 621 fresh fuel elements are ad-
ded per day (this figure is based on core-physical cal-
culations) . During the run-in phase up to 9o fresh ab-
sorber elements are added.

Since the rvuraber of elements in the core has to be con-
stant at all times as many elements are added as there
are discharged per day.

The maximum feed-in rate amounts to 18o fresh elements
per hour. The maximum discharge rate per feed-in section
(see Mo. 3.2) amounts to 36o elements per hour.

Fig. 12 contains a list of the (maximum) number of ele-
ments in the individual sections of the loading facili-
ty.

3 . 2

Adding_of_fresh_gebbles .

The fresh fuel elements and, if necessary, also fresh
absorber elements are fed into the cycle via two »«parate
loading parts of the loading station. The feed-in singler
01 and D2 feed the pebbles individually into the tub«*
and the following pebble counters K1 and K2 record the
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total number of pebbles added (fig. 7).

Before entering the loading cycle the pebblesj can be
visually controlled from the two control stands from
where it is possible to remove damaged or oversized
pebbles that got stuck in the calibration facility.
Following this, the pebbles reach the buft̂ r sections
by passing through the pebble counters K3 and K4. The
pebble counter not only count the pebbles but also mea-
sure the content level of the buffer pipes.

The two buffer sections P Ia und P Tb which are limited
at their ends by the dosers DS and D6 are combined in
the feed-in collector block via a collector.

The feed-in sluice which is equipped with a pebble coun-
ter K5 for measuring the content level with a doser D7
for dosing, is reached by the pebbles through the upper
feed-in lock. In the feed-in lock, following the neces-
sary technical steps, the pebbles enter the primary gas
atmosphere. Following pressure compensation, the pebbles
are dosed by D7 and reach the feed-in distributor block
B2 via the lower lock 32.

The feed-in distributor block contain« two switches in
order to transport the pebbles to one of the three feed-
in buffers (2 a, 2 b, 2 c). The feed-in buffer is required
in order to release fresh fuel elements or absorber ele-
ments at any time. In the collector block B3 the three
buffers for fresh pebbles are combined.

The pebble« reach th* loading facility via the pebble
discharge pip« which is locked by th« two singler« D11
and D12 coupled with one scrap separator «ach. Only one
singl«r-scrap separator unit is working at a time. Th«
scrap separator consists of a hclatic groov* with a
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trapezoid cross-cut. Since the groove is open at the
bottom, the damaged pebbles fall through this groove
into the scrap drum. The undamaged pebbles roll along
the scrap separator into the pipe for undamaged pebbles.
The last section of this pipe in front uf the collector
block B3 serves as an undamaged-pebble buffer for a
maximum of 1oo pebbles.

The upper section of the undamaged-pebble buffer accommo-
dated the pebble counter K8 counting the pebbles and mea-
suring the content level. By measuring the content level
it is intended to avoid any back pressure beyond the buf-
fer section. When the content level ̂iS reached the sing-
ler is disconnected. The doser D15 which is located in
block B3 forms the lower part of the buffer for undamaged
pebbles .

The collector block B3 - apart from the doser Dl 5 - also
includes the dosers D12, Dl 3 and D14 of the three loading
buffers which run into the buffer pipes. The outlet of the
buffer block is closed via the doser D16. This doser
releases the elements towards the pebble distinction faci-
lity at certain intervals.

The entire gravity tube system - from the control techni-
cal point of view - is split up in different block sec-
tions. Each block section which is limited by the doser
and the pebble counter, must not hold more than 1 pebble
at a time. A doser cannot be activated until the pre-
viously released pebble has reached the next pebble coun-
ter. Due to the length of the pebble rolling section and
the time interval to be adhered to - between thts outlet
doser D16 at the collector block and the inlet pebble
counter Kl 1 located at the distributor block - this «ac-
tion was divided into two parts. The doser D16 does not
release the next pebble until a pebble has left the
pebble distinction facility.
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In the pebble distinction facility it is determined
whether the element concerned, is a fuel element, a
graphite element or an absorber element.

Corresponding to the envisaged loading program the pebbles
after they have left the pebble distinction facility -
either are returned to the core or are passed on to the
discharge point via the distributor block B4. The distri-
butor block has at its inlet the pebble counter K11 and
the pressure barrier Dl 7. The pressure barrier operates
like a doser and is designated to prevent a gas flow
against the rolling direction of the pebbles that may
occur from different pressure levels.

The subsequent switches E2o and D21 direct the pebbles
either to the booster blocks B7 and B8 or to the dischar-
ge block BS.

From the distributor block B4 the pebbles which are to
be returned to the core reach the two booster blocks B7
and B8 via the pebble counters K13 and K14. During the
operation phase: pebble - transport - either booster
block B7 or B8 is in action, depending on the loading
program. The gravity tube system ends in the booster
blocks, since from this point transport of the pebbles
takes place by means of gas. The dosers D27 and/or D34,
at the inlet of the booster blocks, are followed by swit-
ches in order to feed the pebbles into the booster pipes.
The inner zone of the core is loaded via three booster
pipes and the outer zone of the core via 12 booster
pipes. At the inlet parts which are located .in front of
the counters K25 to K39 the gas stream seizes the pebbles
and boosts them into the core. The admitting openings
for the booster gas stream to the element transport system
are designed in such a way that no elements can be dis-
charged through these openings. The booster gas pipes -
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as far as the radius and/or diameter of these pipes is
concerned - are much smaller in diameter than the pipes
for the transport of pebbles. This section which is also
a part of the loading facility will not be described here
in detail, since it has no bearing on the nuclear material
safeguards concept.

Pebble_discharge

The discharge pipe of the distributor block B4 is split
up at the upper discharge block B5 into three buffer sec-
tions with the aid of two switches D22 and D23. The buf-
fers are necessary for separate discharge of the three
pebble types during the loading phase. During the equi-
librium phase when only fuel elements are discharged two
buffers must be available.

From the upper discharge block the pebbles to b3 dis-
charged reach the respective discharge lock via the
pebble counters K16, K17 and K18. The pebble counters re-
cord each pebble so that the distributor block and upper
discharge block are cleared for the next pebble.. The
pebble counter also serves the purpose of measuring the
content level in the discharge pipe.

After the armatures in the upper discharge block have
been closed and the respective technical steps taken
(pressure reduction) the discharge lock is emptied into
the discharge drums through the lower discharge block B6.
The lower discharge block contains, apart from an arma-
ture, a doser, pressure barrier and a pebble counter for
each discharge pipe. The in-line connection of the doser
and the pebble counter guarantees exact counting and com-
plete discharge of the respective discharge pipe.
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3.3 Exchange of drums for spent elements (including storage

Exchanäe_gf_ärums

'!'he pebble discharge room (room No. o23, fig. 8) accommo-
dates three discharge stations. Each discharge station is
serverd by a transport wagon that can be moved to the
three connection shafts (No. 2, 3, 4; fig. 11) leading to
the fuel element storage facility for spent fuel ele-
ments. Below the shafts * diagonally to the track of the
transport wagon - there is a drum locking facility
sealing the filled drums with a cover. If no drum is
connected to the discharge station, the discharge pipe
is closed by a gas-proof cover.

An empty discharge drum is taken to the pebble discharge
room via one of the three shafts. The drum is placed on
the wagon, the grab removed from the drum and the drum
is pulled up. Following this, the shaft opening is
locked with a cover. The transport wagon takes the drum
to the discharge station, a grab clasps the drum neck
and moves aside the locking cover from the discharge
pipe. The grab then. lifts the drum from the transport
wagon and presses the brass gasket against the flange
of the discharge pipe. The drum, thus, seals the fuel
element discharge pipe against the atmosphere.

The drum and the discharge pipe are evacuated and filled
with helium under a pressure of 1 - 2 bar. After the fuel
elements have been filled into the drum, the pressure in
the discharge pipe is adjusted to 1 bar and the qrab
places the drum back on the transport wagon whereby the
discharge pipe is closed again by the locking cover. Then
the transport wagon is returned to the loading shaft. The
locking station is then moved over the drum with a cover
taken from the magazine. The grab of the locking facility
clasps the drum neck, lifts the drum from the transport
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wagon and presses it against the cover hanging from the
cover halter. Then the container is placed back in the
transport wagon. Following this, the locking station
moves back into its neutral position over the cover maga-
zine. Following removal of the shaft cover, the sealed
drum is transported by the reactor building crane to the
storage facility for spent fuel elements.

Storage_of_drums_with-sgent_eleraents

The crane in the hall above the storage area *or spent
fuel elements lifts the plug from one position of the

• loo-day store and places it on the floor. Then the crane
moves to the discharge shaft (fig. 11, No. 2, 3, 4) where
the drum to be stored is located, removes a plug and
places it on the floor next to the shaft. Now the grab
is lowered into the pebble discharge room No. 23 until
it reaches the locked drum. The drum is pulled up into
the crane hall, moved to an open storage position and
lowered into it» Following this, the position is plugged.
The crane then moves to the feed-in opening (fig. 11,
No. 5) for empty drums. The grab is lowered into the room
for empty drums through the lock opening which has been
opened in the meantime by an electric motor. An empty
drum is lifted up, pulled into the crane hall, moved to
the respective discharge shaft and lowered into the
pebble discharge room. The feed-in opening for empty
drums and the discharge shaft are then closed. The pro-
cedure described takes place at approx. 3-day intervals.

For transfer of the drums from the loo-day store room to
the remaining store the same procedure is followed. The
first transfer of the drums takes place after approx.-
11o days and after that once every Io days.
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Removal of drums with spent elements from the
stor2ge_facilitjr___ __.._

If the storage facility for spent elements is filled or
if additional storage space has to be made available for
the storage of further drums with spent elements, trans-
fer to an intermediate (or final storage facility) is
required. The capacity of the storage facility for spent
elements is listed under No. 2.5 and No. 4.1. Prior to
the discharge maneuver, a transport container from the
fuel element storage sluice (room 173, table 1) is moved
from below against the sluice opening (fig. 11, No. 6)
and connected to the sluice ceiling in a radiation-proof
way. The crane lifts the shielding lock from the sluice
opening and lowers it on to the sluice ceiling. After the
transport container has been opened the fuel element drums
are lifted out of the opened storage positions by the
crane. Then the drum is transported to the discharge ope-
ning and placed in the transport container. After the
transport containers have been filled the storage posi-
tions are plugged and the discharge opening is closed
with the cast-iron locks.
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4. The nuclear material accounting system

4.1 General remarks and the nuclear material inventory of

The accounting system must take into account the follo-
wing special features of the THTR pebble bed reactor:

the great number of individual and not identifiable
elements
the different types of elements
quasi-continuous loading and discharge of the -'"
individual elements.

From the explanation so far made it can be seen that at
any location of the reactor facility the nuclear mate-
rial does not occur in smaller units than in the spheri-
cal fuel element. This fact suggests that the fuel ele-
ment be defined and accounted as an item. In other words,
if accounting on the basis of pebble counting can prove
that each pebble was not used for any purpose other than
the one stated/ proof has also been furnished that no
nuclear material was diverted. This definition does not
imply that at certain locations of the reactor facility
accounting may not take place in a higher aggregated
form (e.g. fuel element drum, fuel element barrel), if
an identity and integrity control can ensure that the
containers are exactly definable and their integrity is
clearly controllable. The nuclear material inventory of
the containers then amounts to an integral multiple of
the item inventory.

Nuclear Material accounting in a higher aggregated form
has advantages not only for the operator but also for the
control authority: for the operator during inventory and
for the control authority during stock-taking. Therefore,
it is suggested, that accounting on the basis of on inte-
gral multiple of the item inventories be carried out in
cases where the reactor concept renders it possible.
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This is the case not only in the storage facility for
fresh elements but also in the facility for spent ele-
ments. In accordance with the explanations under No. 2.3
and No. 2.5 accounting in the storage facility for fresh
elements can be carried out via a fuel element barrel
(£1.000 elements) and/or in the storage facility for
spent elements via a fuel element drum (£ 2.loo elements).
The nuclear material content of the barrel and/or drum
is then accounted as charge. The nuclear material content
of the charge, according to the explanations under No.
2.2, amounts to approx. l.ooo gr. U-235 and approx. Io kg
thorium per barrel and/or to approx. 67o gr. U-235-equi-
valent per drum. The definition of the U-235-eguivalent
is based on the following equation:

u-235eguivalent (Pa-233 + U-233) + U-235

The Pa-233, in this case, is treated as nuclear material,
since it turns into the fissile material U-233 with a
relatively short half-life time (a few days) via a B-
decay. The above statement, regarding the nuclear
material content of the drum, refers to a drum filling
with elements from the equilibrium core. For these ele-
ments the average U-235-eguivalent-share amounts to
approx. o.32 gr. The thorium content of these elements
is approx. 9.5 gr. and, thus, the content per drum is
approx. 19.95 kg (2.loo elements • 9.5).

Hetrological determination of the nuclear material within
the framework of physikal inventory (and/or verification
of the same) may be superfluous in the reactor facility,
if a precise identification method and a possibility for
determining the integrity of the barrels in connection
with the nuclear material safeguards system can be found
(see No. 6.2). In this case accounting and physical in-
ventory in the two storage facilities is carried out on
the basis of "charge counting". It nevertheless seems to
be usefull to state the capacity of the storage facilities
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in the dimension "kg" nuclear material in addition to
"number of barrels and/or drums". Thus, according to the
above explanations and to No. 2.3, the storage facility
for fresh elements shows the following maximum content:

capacity of room No. 351
capacity of room No. 353

36 barrels
135 barrels

171 barrels

The maximum nuclear material inventory for the storage
facility for fresh elements, thus, amounts to 171 kg
U-233 and 1.71o kg thorium. Since, however, in room
No. 351 normally also barrels with other types of ele-
ments are stored, the nuclear material inventory in the
facility remains below the figures stated (at least
during the run-in phase).

The storage facility for spent elements shows the follo-
wing maximum inventory:

81 positions with 3 drums each a 234 drums; thus,
243 • o.67 & 163 kg U-235-eguivalent and/or 4.848 kg
thorium. These figures as well refer to the filling with
elements from the equilibrium phase (fig. 13 and fig. 14).

Accounting of the core of the reactor facility, including
the loading facility, is based on element counting. In
order to abtain rough estimates on the nuclear material
of this part of the nuclear power plant, the number of
elements, type of element and nuclear material share per
element as a function of the burn-up must be known. Fig. 4
as a function of the operation period provides infor-
mation on the element composition of the core. Fig. 15
shows the m«an heavy metal content per fuel element in
the reactor core a* a function of the cooling time of the
element« in the core (full power). When correlating the
results from fig. 15 with those of fig. 4
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the heavy metal content of the reactor core as a function
of the operation period (full power) up to the equili-
brium phase (fig. 16) is obtained. Thus, the nuclear
material inventory of the core amounts to approx. 35o

öeouivalent" ^ ** also shows the extraordinary
small share of the plutonium inventory in the THTR-3oo;
for the equilibrium phase the Pu-239-content in the core
amounts to o.5 kg and the Pu-241-content to o.2 kg.

4 . 2

For the core of the reactor facility and for the loading
facility it is suggested that accounting of the nuclear
material be carried out on the basis of element counting.
The fuel element charge (1 barrel of fresh fuel elements
with 1.ooo elements) is broken up in the loading facility
and converted into "individual items" (e.g. Fig. 8).
This procedure is repeated at full power of the facility
at approx. 1 1/2 day intervals. After the loading station
pebble counting is carried out by automatic pebble coun-
ters and recording devices, and accounting takes place
via a process computer. The reasons why these components
of pebble counting and accounting which the operator re-
quires for his loading strategy (short and long-term
reactivity control) are also used for nuclear material
safeguards purposes/ must be seen in the comprehensive
redundancy of the counting devices/ the high degree of
tamper resistance of the total system and in the great
reliability of all components as to be shown in the
following.

4.2.1 Accounting_andi_control_calculations

The schematic diagram of the loading station (fig. 17)
contains all pebble counter positions (number and loca-
tion) . This diagram shows that the elements are not only
counted in the loading station and the filling facility
but that there are further counters within the loading
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facility that permit tracking of the pebble flow
through the loading facility. A total of 36 bridge
pebble sensors (description under No. 4.2.2) have been
installed outside the prestressed concrete reactor ves-
sel for control of the loading facility. If all 36
counters are also employed for element accounting within
the framework of the nuclear material control system/
an extremely high redundancy of the instrumented control
system is provided which operates almost tamper-proof
due to the numerous control calculations and accounting
of deliberately chosen component systems. The following
explanations are to demonstrate that the element content
of the loading facility can precisely be determined with
the aid of the instrumented accounting system, whereby
the number of elements in the loading facility is deter-
mined via three different groups of counters. The result
is always the same when the counters and the system work
perfectly and no element was diverted.

Determination of the number of elements in the loading
facility with the aid of Kl3, K14 and K9 (in a delibe-
rately chosen balance area I):

1BRI « 2K13 * ZK14 * ZK9

meaning of abbreviations:

1BRx * number of elements in the balance area x

ZK * counter indication of pebble counter x
(accumulated counter indication)

Determination of the number of elements in the loading
facility with the aid of K25 to K39 as well as K6, K7,
K8 and KIo (in a deliberately chosen balance area II):

BRII ZK - - ZK7 - ZK8 - ZK9) (2)
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If no element was used for purposes other than the one
stated, the following equation is valid: IBRI

Pr00f 1BRI = 1BRII

The following equations are valid:

ZK

ZK1(J ZK ZKg + ZKg

(3)

(4)

and/or

ZKn

1BRII

(ZK6 + ZK7 + ZK8)

from (4)

(5)

- ZK (3) and (5) in (2)

1BRII • 1BRI q.e.d.

This example shows that the balance equations which can
be established with different groups of counters must
yield the same results.

A further example incorporating the counter groups of
the feed-in and filling station shall also be given:

'BRII » ZK1 + ZK2- (ZK22 + ZK23 + ZK24) (6)
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Here as wellr in case of non-diversion, the following
equation is valid:

1BR,III * 1BR,! (7)

Thus:

+ ZKU - ZKg » ZK1 + ZK2 - (ZK22+ZK23+ZK24) (8)

In the following proof is furnished for equation (8) by
using operations with the aid of the counter indication:

ZK,

ZK.

ZK.

ZK.

ZK.

ZKn

ZK.

ZKn

ZK.

ZK.

ZK

+ ZK

(9)

do)

(11)

(12)

from: (9), do) in (11)

ZK7 + ZKg

- (ZKg + ZK7 + ZK8)

- ZK

from:

(13)

(5)

(14)

(13) in (5)

- (ZK1 + ZK2) (15)

from. (12) in (14)
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Furthermore, the following is valid:

ZK15

ZK16

ZK17 ',

ZK
18

ZK15

+ ZK17 +

ZK22

ZK23

ZK24

8 (16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

+ ZK23 + ZK 24 (2o)

from: (17), (18), (19) in (16)

ZK

f.

ZK11

ZK

11

+ ZK14 +

1o

ZK13 + ZK14 -

ZK1 + ZK2 - (ZK22 +

(21)

(22)

(23)
from: (21) in (22)

,) (24)

from: (15) in (8)

* ZK2 - IZK22 *

+ ZK2 - ZK15 « ZK1 + ZK2 -

+ ZK2 -

(25)
from: (23) in (24)

(26)

from:

(27)

from:
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It is possible to show that with the aid of different
counters the same element inventories for deliberately
chosen balance areas can be determined. The examples
listed are to demonstrate the interrelation of the
counter indication of the individual counters so that
it almost seems to be impossible to remove unnoticed
an element from the element flow through the loading
facility. Generally speaking, it is possible to carry
out with the installed counters an indefinite number of
accounting and control calculations on a deliberately
chosen balance area so that apart from the favorable
control efficiency also an extremely high degree of
redundancy of the system is guaranteed. No. 6 provides
information on the technical possibilities (additional
equipment) of an even greater tamper-resistance of the
overall system. Furthermore/ it must be said that not
all operationally required counters have to be employed
for nuclear material safeguards. Also the selection of
the counting devices serving control purposes which
may be carried out by the authorities will permit satis-
factory information on non-diversion.

As already described under No. 2.2 not only fuel elements
but also other types of elements are being circulated
during power operation (run-in phase). This means that
accounting with the aid of pebble counters described
above does not represent a nuclear accounting method,
at least during the run-in phase. All elements are coun-
ted and recorded by the pebble counters. Under the pre-
condition of a certain diversion strategy on the part
of the reactor operator, i.e. that fuel elements are
removed and the same number of graphite elements is
added somewhere in the loading facility, this measure
is not uncovered by the accounting system so far
described. If one, however, without employing the flank-
ing safeguards procedures (see No. 6) wants to cover
this strategy as well by accounting it will be necessary

• to extend the accounting system.
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Under No. 2.4.1 it was stated that a separation and/or
distinction between fuel elements and non-fuel elements
is already being carried out in the loading station,
since the operator will only be able to carry out reacti-
vity control of the reactor when knowing the element type.
For the accounting procedure this means that either the
counter groups K1/K3 or the groups K2/K4 will exclusively
record fuel elements added. As already mentioned vmder
No. 2.3.1, fuel element barrels and non-fuel element bar-
rels can be identified at the barrel flange so that
errors during filling are avoided. Thus, it is possible
to carry out accounting and/or the control calculations
separately for fuel elements and non-fuel elements. In
addition to that a pebble distinction facility is in-
stalled between K1o and K11 which will identify a false
element type. If the process computer receives from the
pebble distinction facility information on an unexpected
pebble type stemming from the buffer 2a, b or c for
fresh fuel elements (fig. 12) the operation group O6
(PG O6, where the operation components of block 4 are
combined) stops working as no address is available for
that pebble and an interference signal is released. Thus,
redundant distinction of the pebble type is provided and
separate accounting of fuel elements and non-fuel ele-
ments is possible in an almost tamper-proof manner.

The described accounting system on the basis of "item
counting", thus is not only able to count and balance
but also to carry out the balance separately for the
individual element types.

4.2.2 Description of technical details of the automated
accounting_sy,«tem

counters described under No. 4.2.1 are equipped with
so-called bridge pebble sensors.
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The casing of the bridge pebble sensor (fig. 18) consists
of a cylindrical housing which accomodates a ceramic tube
with two tandem coils. This casing is embedded in an ope-
ration part which is inserted into the blocks of the
loading facility. Zn case of disorder, the entire unit
can be replaced.

The block diagram (fig. 19) shows the basic construction
of one measuring location. In order to determine the
moving direction and a pebble in resting position two
measuring tubes are available which identify a pebble
chronologically. Both tubes are combined at the desired
outlets via a-joint logic unit. The casing at the
measuring location possesses one coil per tube as pebble
sensor. The coils are shielded against the outside and
against each other so that the surrounding materials
influence these coils only very slightly. The remaining
coupling of the coils with each other is constant and,
thus, compensable.

According to fig. 2o, the coils are connected with the
other branches of the measuring bridges iiPthe evaluator
via three single-cored wires. The bridges are fed in
symmetrically; their diagonal points are almost at zero
potential so that cable capacities practice- Uy do not
influence the balance.

with this agreement, as a function of the specific re-
sistance and the pebble diameter, produces intelligence
signals of approx 2 to more than 5 % of the bridge
supply voltage U0 with a phase difference of up toO

approx. 3o° el between pebbles with good or pô r conduc-
tivity. The amplitude and phase of the signal of the
measuring bridge are processed in such a manner that the
analogous pebble signal IL to be evaluated becomes almost
independent from the specific resistance of th« pebble.
Although the sphere of influence of a sensor is greater
than the pebble diameter so that th« signals of directly
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consecutive pebbles overlap a. secure separation of the
pebble is obtained by means of an exact determination
of the peyble's direction. Fig. 21 shows the transfor-
mation of the measuring signals for two successive
pebbles with good conductivity. Fig. 21 a and/or fig.
21 b show the amplitude and/or the phase of the detuning
of the measuring bridge as a function of the position
of the pebbles relative to the sensor. Fig. 21 c shows
the rectified and filtered output voltage Û  of the
analog part (block diagram No. 19). The relatively small
change of the phase between the pebbles is sufficient
to let the minimum voltages of the analog pebble signals
U,, drop to such an extent that the pebbles can easily be
separated. The information pebble forward direction -
pebble backward direction - pebble in resting position
supplied by the bridge pebble sensor is passes on to the
process computer and the control area of the operation
group.

Apart from the process computer's task to process the
information picked up for controlling the loading faci-
lity, important data on the pebble flow within the loa-
ding facility are printed daily.

The computer print on the pebble flow mainly comprises
the following !information:

1. number of pebbles in the core (fuel elements, absorber
elements, graphite elements)

2. number of fresh pebbles added daily (fuel elements.
absorber elements)D

t.

3. number of pebbles discharged daily (fuel elements,
absorber elements, graphite elements) with an age
spectrum of the fuel elements
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4. number of pebbles returned per day according to
feed-in pipesD

5. number of pebbles circulated per day and the devia-
tion from the nominal value

6. cases of disorder

7. proof of correct.* counter indication.

as well as the total since the start of operation

4.2.3 Reliability and tamper resistance of the technical

From the explanations regarding the technical structure
of the instrumentation used (sensors and evaluator unit)
it is possible to derive a certain reliability and
operational safety of the equipment resulting from the
simple structure. The following short description of the
operation mode of the electronic evaluation part (fig.
19) confirms this statement; in addition, the descrip-
tion of signal processing and of the control logic
shows that an extensive protection against misuse of the
instrumentation is system- immanent.

For clarification of the operation mode of the electro-
nic evaluation part the following standardized output
signals have to be distinguished:

- counting impulses of the respective direction per
pebble

- information on the standstill of a pebble
- information on the operational readiness of the
pebble sensor.
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Each pebble, when passing through the casing of the pebble
sensor» is chronologically identified by 2 sensors. The
output signal of the analog part of each sensor is being
processed and/or controlled by comparison with 2 intelli-
gence signal thresholds (S1 < S-) and 2 control thresholds
(U1 < S1 < S2 < O2) as follows:

- voltage greater than the lower threshold S..means that
at least one pebble is within the effective range -of
the sensor.

- voltage greater than the upper threshold S2 means that
definitely only one pebble is within the effective
range of the sensor. In case of pebble columns the out-
put signal of each sensor will drop below this threshold
between the pebbles.

- voltage below and/or above the control threshold U1
and/or U2 means a failure of a component or of the
voltage supply within the analog part.

A counting impulse during a drop of the output voltage
of sensor 2 below the threshold S2 (pebble leaves the
casing) is only then released if prior to that threshold
S1 in channel 1 or in channel 2 and consecutively both
channels has been exceeded.

The standstill signal is released as soon as the output
signal of an electrode is above S1 for more than 1 s.

The two intelligence signal thresholds and the two con-
troll thresholds per channel offer several possibilities
of locating failures of the equipment and interruption
from outside. The control logic indicates the operabili-
ty of the pebble sensor in case of the following defects:
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- failure of voltage supply;
- failure of the analog part e.g. disconnection or short
circuit of wires leading to the casing, failure of com-
ponents or in the voltage supply;
in this case either the lower control threshold U1 is
not reached or the upper control threshold U2 is ex-
ceeded;

- failure of the logic part to such an extent that a
counting impuls is released although no pebble has
passed the casing;
in this case the control unit signals the failure as
it has not received from the analog part a signal
above the intelligence signal threshold;

- failure of the logic part to such an extent that no
counting impuls is released although a pebble has
passed the casing;
in this case the failure is indicated since the con-
trol part has received an intelligence signal from
the analog part and, thus, waits for a counting im-
puls from the logic part.

K-V
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The description of the signal processing and of the
control logic shows that it is quite difficult to manipulate
counter indication by releasing false signals. Further-
more, it can be said, that the manipulation of indivi-
dual counter indications is identifiable by the coun-
ting system, since the pebbles within the individual
operation components can be recorded on their way through
the loading facility by means of several independent
pebble sensors. The manipulation at the individual device
which is quite difficult anyhow would - in order to do
this unnoticed - have to be carried out on many other
instruments and, in addition, in a synchronized manner.
The complicated interrelation of the individual counting
impulses within the accounting system thus represents
sufficient self-protection against improper manipulation.

Defects or failures (and/or improper manipulation) in the
output phases (counter switches) of the output signals
from the logic part (fig. 19) are not noticed by the instru-

ment itself. The failure probability of an output phase_2
(Io components) is estimated at 1 • 1o per year. Point
No. 5 deals with the possibility of preventing misuses of
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the counter switches. According to No. 4.2.1°, the pebble
distinction facility äs well is part of the accounting
system within the framework of nuclear material flow
safeguards. It is expected that an unnoticed mixing up
of the pebble type by the distinction facility remains
well below 1 1o-4

4.2.4 Failures in the loading facility and/or in the accoun-
ting_sy_stem_and_enyisa3gd_counter;measures

The statement most important to the nuclear material
safeguards concept regarding failures in the accounting
system is the fact that the reactor operator, without
being able to overlook his loading strategy, will imme-
diately stop loading of the reactor core. This measure
does not mean an interruption of the power operation of
the power plant but that in case of lengthy disorder
within the accounting system of the loading facility
the reactor may be operated for approx. another 4o days
without loading operation. A demand by the control autho-̂
rity to stop loading operation in case of failure of an
operation components (e.g. a pebble counter) could, thus,
easily be fulfilled by the reactor operator (which he
will do anyway). Which components can be replaced?

All operation components, quick-acting gate valves, sluice
armatures and repair armatures are to be replaced and/or
repaired. With the singler scrap separator units only the
bearings and/or bellows joint sealings (sealing between
room 121 a and room o28) are to be replaced. Also pipes
outside the PCPV can be replaced. Blocks are not ex-
changeable.

Working parts to be replaced are designed for a 1-year
trouble-free operation. This means for:
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switchesr dosers,
pressure barriers
sluice armatures

approx. 1.4x1o operations
4

approx. 1 xlo operations

The remaining working parts are maintained during the
reactor shut-off periods at 4-year intervals. This
means for:

- repairs and quick-acting
gate valves approx

- bearings of the singler
scrap separator unit

2 x 1o operations

g
approx. 8 x 1o operations

Regarding the spatial boundary conditions for the
various repair and maintenance works the following
distinction must be made (fig. 7 and fig. 8) :

- Repairs in the pressureless part of the loading facili-
ty:

Between the loading station and the closed sluice
armatures as well as between S 3/8, 4/7, 5/6 and the
discharge station repair work can be carried out with-
out reducing the pressure of the loading facility.

- Repair work on the part of the loading facility which
operates under pressure (4o bar) :

When carrying out repair work between and/or on the
sluice armatures and the quick-action gate valves
(S 1o to S 27) the repair valves (S 9 to S 28) and the
quick action gate valves must be closed and the pressure
in the pipe system relieved.

- Repair works on those parts of the loading facility
that are located between the quick-action gate valves
and the core:

The reactor is to be shut off for repair work on the
repair valve«, quick-action gate valves, singler scrap
separator units and the scrap drum system.
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This information is inasmuch relevant to the safeguards
concept as certain repair works cannot be carried out
unnoticed by the inspector» if - for example - pressure
control becomes an integral part of the nuclear material
safeguards concept. Since this measure does not represent
an accounting measure but rather a kind of containment
measure, it shall not be dealt with in more detail in
this chapter.

Since the removal of an operation component (e.g. a
pebble counter) is of great importance to the accounting
system and/or the verification of accounting, this pro-
cedure shall be described here in more detail:

Since the overall dimensions of all operation components
and valves are identical their maintenance and repair
was essentially simplified. Depending on the repair zone
the loading facility must be released of pressure,
cleared of pebbles and flushed with gas. For removal of
the parts a disassembly globe and an adapter are being
used (fig. 22.). A dust exhauster is connected to the
disassembly globe which will suck off graphite dust that
may be generated.

The disassembly -globe with the adapter is connected to
the operation component to be replaced with the aid of
a stacker truck. The operation component is loosened
with the aid of a special tool and pulled into the dis-
assembly globe. The new operation component which is al-
ready inside the disassembly globe is inserted and locked.

If there are any pebbles in the operation part that
cannot be dosed they must be removed prior to the re-
placement of that component. For this purpose, the ope-
ration part located in front of the pebbles is removed
and replaced by a special part. From this special part
(fig. 22) a flexible hose leads to a dust exhauster via
the suction device on the disassembly globe. The pebbles
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at the operation component to be= replaced are sucked off
and filled into a discharge drum. A pebble counter is
not yet envisaged for the exhauster. Following removal
of the pebbles the special part is replaced by the ori-
ginal operation component. Now it is possible to remove
the defect operation component.

The disassembly globe with the inserted discharge drum
is moved to the transfer position (fig. 11, position 1).
Here the discharge drum is temporarily locked with a
cover. The hall crane then will transport the discharge
drum into the storage facility for spent fuel elements.
Since the drum, following discharge of pebbles, normally
is not full, it is reused. As soon as the discharge drum
contains approx. 2.ooo fuel elements, it is transported
to the discharge station where it is sealed with a cover
in the locking station. Then the drum is returned to the
storage facility for spent fuel elements.

Prior to the repair-conditioned pebble discharge, the
pebble to be removed can be identified via the counter
indications and/or the process computer. Before the loa-
ding facility is put back into operation, the counter
indications affected by the discharge rcust be corrected.
As described under No. 4.2.2, the corrected counter in-
dications are recorded by the process computer and to-
gether with other important data printed on a daily
basis for accounting.

As already explained at the beginning of this chapter,
loading is stopped in case of failure of an important
component of the loading facility or of the accounting
system. Which conditions and/or which operating condi-
tions will cause an automatic standstill of the loa-
ding facility? They are, among other things (only com-
ponents belonging to the accounting system):
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Turning operation components have not occupied their
selected position: All turning operation components
are equipped with a limit switch for each position.
Defect switches are noticed when the position of the
operation component is controlled, as the switch posi-
tions of the two limit switches cannot be identical.

Bridge pebble sensors and evaluators are not ready for
operation: All pebble sensors required for- the selec-
ted type of operation of the loading facility must be
in operating condition.

Rolling time and switch operation time: are exceeded:
A time interval for confirmation is prefixed for the
dosers and rolling stretches that must be confirmed.
For the switch position of the pebble rolling stretches
a time interval has been fixed as well. If these inter-
vals are exceeded, interference signals are released.

The pebble distinction facility identifies other ele-
ment types than expected by the process computer (see
No. 4.2.1).

The share of pebbles unidentified by the pebble
distinction facility exceeds 1o out of Io pebbles.

Due to malfunctions in the distinction, facility it nay
happen that the element type of pebble passing through
the SMR cannot be identified. These elements marked as
unidentifeid pebbles are fed into the fuel element dis-
charge drum and recorded in the process computer. From
the present point of view not more than Io unidentified
pebbles must occur in the total of loo.ooo pebbles
measured. As soon as 1o unidentified pebbles are recor-
ded, before loo.ooo pebbles habe passed the SMR the
operation group FG05 is to be turned off and the SMR
checked. If loo.ooo pebbles have passed th* SMR and the
number of unidentified pebbles is •< Io recording of the
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unidentified pebbles is started again at zero. The
number of pebbles passing through the distinction
facility and the number of unidentified elements is
in any case printed.

Failure of the process comupter: Since all data are
recorded in the process computer, a failure of a com-
puter - depending on the kind of malfunction - is of
different significance. As long as there are no de-
fects on the core store (rerecording or erasing by
mistake), the loading facility may remain in operation,
following elimination of the defect. In case the core
store is affected, all informations at the tine of
last storage may be lost (1 storage per day). For the
pebbles infrorit of block B 4 and the blocks B7 or B 8
this means that the address of their destination is
erased. In order to keep in such case uncontrolled
loading as small as possible, the pebbles infront of
B4 are fed into discharge section designated for B7.
The pebbles infront of B 7 or B 8 are fed into the in-
ner core. These measures can be verified with the aid
of the respective pebble counters (No. 4.2.1).

Since interruption of loading under the above-mentioned
conditions takes place automatically, the control autho-
rity may proceed from the assumption that loading is
effected only during proper functioning of all compo-
nents belonging to the accounting system.
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5. Possibilities for improvement of the control efficiency
of nuclear material accounting in the THTR-3oo

The accounting concept within the framework of nuclear
material safeguards described under No. 4 requires no
change of the hard ware reactor concept. In addition to
that it was possible to show that nuclear material accoun-
ting can be carried out in a reliable and almost tamper-
resistant manner. Without thinking in the first instance
of the "flanking measures* in connection with the so-
called nuclear material safeguards being described under
No. 6, there are possibilities to improve the control
efficiency of nuclear material accounting.

These possibilities to be explained in the following
require, however, slightly changes of the present "lay-
out" of the loading facility which will be considered
only if this is explicitly desired by the control autho-
rity.

If all 36 bridge pebble sensors mentioned under No.. 4.2.1
are also used for element counting within the framework
of nuclear material flow control in order to achieve an
extremely redundancy of the instrumented accounting
system it will become necessary, that all recording
devices show accumulated counter indications. This shall
be explained with the aid of an example.

Following flangemounting of a barrel for fresh fuel ele-
ments to the loading station of the loading facility,
the pebbles will pass after a singler the pebble counter
K 1. If a pebble has passed through the counter the coun-
ter indication is increased by 1. After the calibration
facility, the same pebble will pass the counter K 3, where
the counter Indication is increased by 1 too whereas the
counter indication of K 1 is at the same time reduced by
1. This means that K 1 does not show the accumulated
counter indication of all pebbles passing through the
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counter location but serves as a control of the fed-in
number of pebbles of the barrel content in accordance
with the shipping note.

Thus, the counter location K 1 - as described under No.
4 - cannot directly be used for nuclear accounting within
the framework of nuclear material control. Similar facts
apply to the other counter locations that are required
for the accounting of sub-systems within the loading
facility (e.g. buffer section) for a smooth loading ope-
ration. In order to be able to fulfill the requirements
for nuclear material accounting, slight modifications in
the processing of signals must be carried out, namely
that the counting impulses gained are utilized for ope-
rational interests on the one hand and for control inter-
ests on the other hand, i.e. it is proposed that the
counting impulses be fed in a parallel manner into two
separate evaluator units with counter indication regi-
stration. The counter indication registration within the
framework of nuclear material control must then show the
accumulated counter indications of all elements passing
through the counter location.

This fact automatically leads to a further proposal
which - . if accepted - would also be able to increase
the credibility of accounting. This proposal also re-
fers to a modification of Impuls processing of the pebble
counting facilities. The complete counting facility con-
sists of a casing and the evaluator unit, whereby the
latter can be subdivided into the analog part and the
logic part with its output stage (counter indication
registration, fig. 19). ;

The tamper-resistance of the counter indication of a
counter facility can be increased, if the evaluator unit
of the pebble sensing signals for each counter location
which is also to be employed for nuclear material control
purposes is designed in twin units. From fig. 19 which
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shows tle basic circuit diagram of a counter facility it
becomes evident that a redundant design is possible in
different ways, whereby the degree of tamper-resistance
varies:

- redundant design of the entire evaluator unit
- redundant design of the logic part
- redundant design of the output phase.

The part of the counter facility exclusively serving con-
trol purposes may be accomodated in a (sealed) cabinet
accessible to inspectors only. The basic circuit diagram
of this proposal is explained in fig. 23.

The increased tamper-resistance of this signal processing
is a result of the fact that during uninterrupted loading
operation there are two parallel counter indication regi-
strations for one pebble counting location, whereby it
is possible to recognize manipulations in the (accessible)
electronic equipment of the evaluator unit. It is not
necessary to mention the increased security of this cir-
cuit in case of defects of the evaluator units of the
operator (failure probability, see No. 4.2.3).

A third proposal for improving the control effeciency
applies to the pebble discharge facility (fig. 22) which -
as already described under No. 2.4.2- sucks the ele-
ments possibly located infront of an operation component
to be replaced into a discharge drum. As at the present
state of planning a pebble counting facility is not en-
visaged, such a facility is demanded for improving the
control efficiency. Since the pebble counter locations
of the loading facility as well are part of the exchange-
able operation components, the «laments which are loca-
ted infront of a unit to be replaced and which have to
be sue. ted off must be confirmed by hand. Although the
manually operated confirmations switches are secured by
means of a key switch against misuse by third persons,
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sufficient control according to the ebjectives of the
NPT is only guaranteed by installation of a further
counter facility in the exhaust unit.

The last proposal in this connection does not - as in
the above-metioned cases - call for modifications of
the "hardware" of the reactor concept but for a certain
procedure.

According to the explanations under No. 2 the reactor
core does not contain any other element types than the
fuel elements during the equilibrium phase. Only fuel
elements are added. For this operation phase as well it
would be necessary to continue pebble distinction within
the framework of nuclear material safeguards in order to
uncover a diversion strategy of fuel elements. As already
shown under No. 2.4.1 and No. 4.2.4, a failure signal
with automatic stoppage of the loading facility is re-
leased, if the pebble distinction facility identifies a
pebble type other'than the once expected by the process
computer. If the diversion strategy is pursued to remove
fuel elements at a certain place of the loading facility
and to add graphite elements in order not to influence
accounting on the basis of element counting, this strate-
gy is uncovered by employment of a pebble distinction
facility. Therefore, it is required to include the pebble
distinction facility in the nuclear material safeguards
system which - as the safeguards system itself - is to
be used for the entire life-time of the power plant,
independent from the purely operational necessity.
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6. Supplementary measures for nuclear material safeguards

6;1 General_remarks

Pursuant to Art. 29 of the Verification Agreement
material accounting, to reach the aim of the safeguards
measure laid down in Art. 28, is regarded as a measure
of basic importance together with the containment and
surveillance as the essential supplementary measures.

In other words, there, where material balancing and/or
material accounting is unable or unsufficiently able to
produce proof of non-diversion the supplementary mea-
sures are to be worked into the safeguards concept for
a nuclear power plant.

The locations within a facility, where sealing and
surveillance measures are being applied - together with
the "key measuring points" (points of the accounting
system, where nuclear material inventory changes are
determined and/or measured and where the taking and
control of the actual stock is effected) - form the so-
called "strategic points" being fixed in the "facility
attachments" of the "supplementary agreements". The kind
and scope of the supplementary safeguards measures are
of far-reaching importance to the facility operator, as
they

- can redrce the inspection effort and, thus, bring about
a reduction of the operational impairment during the
inspection;

- can yield greater credibility of non-diversion at those
places, where material accounting seems to b* insuffi-
cient and/or result in a redundant lay-out of th*
safeguards concept/ wh*r* they are applied in addition
to material accounting.
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Thus, the supplementary measures may represent a possibi-
lity of making the safeguards concept "more narrow-
meshed" .

The fixing of additional "strategic points", however, also
means for the facility operator that he has to grant the
inspectors access only to the "strategic points" laid
down in the "Supplementary Agreements" (Art. 76 of the
Verification Agreement) and, thus, the "know-how-transfer"
is especially great at these places.

This is the reason why the facility operators are
asked for their agreement, when the "supplementary
agreements" are fixed

The draft of a safeguards concept, therefore, can only
submit proposals for such measures and/ or identify those
points within the facility system where surveillance
and containment measures seem to be reasonable and/or
necessary.

The terra "Measures of spatial enclosure" in connection
with the safeguards concept has two meanings:

- the incorporation of existing structurally "tight"
containmentŝ  of the nuclear material in the safe-
guards system;

- the fixing of seals and other devices designating and
indicating adulterations to operationally required
openings of containments.

The latter aspect shows the limit of the operational
possibility of the containment measure: it is reasonable
only at thoc« places, where the operational cycl* doe*
not call for frequent access to the sealed rooms, con-
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tainers and other equipment (measuring equipment, regi-
stration facilities etc.).

A containment measure of the above-mentioned first cate-
gory offers itself in particular for the THTR-3oo power
plant/ namely to include the prestressed concrete
pressure vessel in the safeguards system. Fig. 8 clearly
shows that the core can only be loaded via the pebble
feed-in pipes - starting from the booster blocks No. B7
and B8 - and discharged only via the pebble discharge
pipe to room No. 121 a. The existing building measure
guarantees that neither the reactor operator nor an
unauthorized person has access to the core inventory.
Nuclear material can only be withdrawn via the pebble
discharge pipe, whereby this measure is covered by the
pebble counting location K 9 and with the aid of the
counting devices K 6, K 7, K 8 and K 1o through the
balancing possibility

K 9 = K 1 o - (K 6 + K 7 + K 8).

According to this, the prestressed concrete pressure
vessel offers an excellent "tight" containment for the
entire core inventory.

Within the restrictedly accessible parts of the loading
facility containment measures of the second category
offex themselves. Any further proposals for these flan-
king measures are measures of this category, since all
other system components and large-size components of the
power plant require access for operational reasons
(repair, maintenance).

As already described under No. 4.2.4 all operation com-
ponents within the blocks B 1 to B 8 can be replaced. At
these places, access within the '«ading facility is
possible in case of necessary (or possibly feigned)
repair works. Stealing of nuclear material in such a
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(simulated) case is uncoverd by nuclear material accoun-
ting (No. 4.2.1).

A measure going beyond this point, thus, is of a "flan-
king" nature and would increase the certainity of the
statement of non-diversion. It is possible that all ex-
changeable operation components that are kept in the
blocks by screw connections are provided with seals, in
which case it would be sufficient to seal one screw
connection of an operation component. Thus, the control
authority would have the opportunity to be present du-
ring the repair measure, if this is desired. For the

*

operator this would mean a certain restriction, i.e.
that he would not be able to decide by himself on the
date of such a repair measure. This would, however, not
create a severe operational impairment, since the power
operation of the plant is not affected by a short-term
loading interruption (No. 4.2.4).

A certain problem is caused by the great number of ope-
ration components (dosers, switches, pressure barriers,
singlers, counting locations etc.) and, thus, the great
number of seals to be attached and controlled. Approx,
80 of such operation components and/or one screw connec-
tion of each screw connection would have to be sealed.
Technical problems, however, do not exist when sealing
the operation components.

O'

It is also possible to seal entire blocks (equipment
accomodating several operation components). For this pur-
pose, an auxiliary construction would have to be deve-
loped consisting of a wire grating that could be screwed
to that side of the blocks from which the operation com-
ponents can be removed. The grating space should be so
small that the removal of the operation components or
stealing o:£ fuel element pebbles is impossible without
removing the grating and/or so big that certain mainte-
nance work on the operation component (greasing, check-

;f
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ups) is still possible.

If the sealing method is technically feasible, the num-
ber of required seals for the entire loading facility is
reduced to 8.

If the possibilities described are incorporated into the
nuclear material safeguards system, the overall system
which, thus, will consist of accounting and the flanking
measures, may be termed absolutely "tight" for the core
part as well as for the loading facility.

Vf.!

Apart from accounting, containment measures may also be
envisaged for the storage facility for fresh fuel ele-
ments. It is suggested that the barrels for fresh fuel
elements be sealed at the fuel element producer, to store
the barrels sealed in the fresh fuel element storage
facility of the power plant (Ho. 2.3.1) and not to re-
move the seal until shortly before they are flanged to
the loading station. This measure brings advantages not
only for the power plant operator, i.e. that the perio-
dic physical inventory in the store for fresh elements
represents a simple proof of non-diversion, but also for
the overall system. The fresh elements (at least in the
bigger unit "fuel element barrels") are clearly identi-
fiable on their way from the fuel element producer to
the nuclear power plant.

For the drums with spent fuel elements as well a con-
tainment measure flanking accounting in the store for
spent fuel elements should be applied for the above
reasons. Containment measures for the store itself would
not seem reasonable due to the great number of operatio-
nally required openings in the store (fig. 11) and to
the many required nuclear material movements through
these openings (No. 3.3). Sealing of the barrels in the
discharge station (shortly after filling in of the spent
fuel elements) also has the advantage that this measure
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is not exclusively effective in the store for spent fuel
elements (in other words in the power plant itself), but
also remains effective via the transport sector for the
intermediate store and the storage facility of the re-
processing facility (fig. 24).

Sealing of the drums can be carried out in such a way
that the locking covers of the drums are provided with
a tamper-proof mark.

It is suggested that the drum cover, before it is inser-
ted into the cover magazine of the pebble discharge.
room (No. 3.3), be prepared and the correlation drum-
cover be entered in a protocol after locking. It is not
possible to employ a cover for a second time if it was
deformed during locking. Furthermore, it is technically
impossible to effect an additional measure for control-
ling the integrity. Intensive discussions are taking
place at the moment with the reactor producer and the
operator on this possibility as well as on the various
possibilities of controlling the identity and integrity
of the drum seals in the store for spent fuel elements
by the inspectors fo the control authority.

If the described measures of accounting and containment
as flanking measures become an integral part of the safe-
guards system for the THTR, the essential system com-
ponents of the nuclear power plant, i.e. the store'for
fresh fuel elements, the core and the loading facility
as well as the store for spent fuel elements may be re-
garded as reliably controllable within the meaning of
the NPT.

For plausibility reason« there are two weak points in
the so far proposed and described nuclear material sur-
veillance concept. These weak points concern the loading
station and the discharge station where seals have to be
removed and/or attached and/or where the formerly (in
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the direction of the nuclear material flow) existing
charge units are changed. These locations (the shaded
positions of fig. 24) should therefore be controlled
with the aid of another "flanking measure" known and
practiced by international safeguards, namely by sur-
veillance. At full power operation, at 1 1/2 days inter-
vals, a fuel element barrel is to be flanged to the
loading station and/or a drum with spent fuel elements
will be filled every three days in the discharge station.
The intensity of the required manipulations with barrels
and drums, therefore, is so insignificant that with the
aid of a camera controlled by a random-number generator
sufficient surveillance results can be obtained, if the
times of exposure and picture-taking frequencies are
adjusted to the intensity of movements.

If the described surveillance measures at the proposed
locations become an integral part of the nuclear material
safeguards system these weak points will be eliminated.
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7. Summary

The report provides a survey of the technical possibili-
ties of safeguarding the THTR-3oo pebble bed reactor in
accordance with the NPT.

The procedures described merely represent proposals for
the required surveillance system of this facility which,
following presentation of the design information to the
control authorities, is laid down in the so-called
•facility attachments".

In order to enable the authorities to draw up the facili-
ty attachments for this new type of reactor, the details
relevant to the safeguards system of the power plant and
their operation mode were described in No. 2 and No. 3.
No. 4, No. 5 and No. 6 deal with the possible safeguards .
measures. In this connection, material accounting (No. 4)
is in the foreground of this deliberations, as it. is the
safeguards measure of basic importance and the special
features of the pebble bed reactor require special atten-
tion in this respect. The possible and reasonable "supple-
mentary measures" are dealt with in No. 6.

Summarized, the nuclear material safeguards concept for
the THTR-Soo - in /accordance with the spatial correlation
of the nuclear material - provides for 9 "strategic
points* , three of which are "key measuring points", that
are listed in table 2. Corresponding to the definition of
the term "strategic point" and pursuant to the Verifica-
tion Agreement" one obtains the information required for
the implementation of the safeguards measures when
examining the ,facility data in connection with the in-
formation, on the entirety of the strategic points. This
information can easily be verified with th* aid of the
points listed in table No. 2. First estimates on th« in-
spection effort of this facility in accordance with the
international safeguards directives, show a considerably
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smaller value than is granted in the Verification Agree-
ment for such facilities (Art. 80 of the Verification
Agreement: 5o inspector days).

The described safeguards concept for the THTR-3oo, thus/
fulfills the requirements of a safeguards system: it
effectively furnishes proof of non-diversion of nuclear
material (Art. 28 of the Verification Agreement) at an
economical employment of the available inspection means
(Art. 78 of the Verification Agreement) and reasonable
operational impairment (Art. 5 a, 5 b of the Verifica-
.tion Agreement).



Table 1

List of room numbers

Room No. Designation of the room

001 stair well
002 elevator shaft

o2o Disassembly room for the operational components
of the discharge block

o23 pebble discharge room
o28 disassembly room for the operational components

of the loading facility (excluding Bl, B2, B6)

034

035

074 a

o74

075

o76

077

freight elevator shaft
stair well

store for empty drums
,store for used graphite elements
store for spent elements
transfer sluice for radioactive components
outer chamber for assembly

111

116

fuel element inlet sluice and air compressor
sluice corridor to the pebble distinction facility
assembly room (fuel element sluice)

121

121 a
121 b

121 c

173

174

loading room for pebble discharge channel
scrap separator room
pebble distinction facility room
disassembly room for pebble distinction facility

large material approach area at + 6 m
fuel element store sluice

272

273

276

evaluation room
measuring room
crane hall above fuel element store
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307

308

309

350

351

352

353

i

7o8

material sluice
sluice
sluice

corridor
store for fresh fuel elements
fuel element loading, fresh fuel elements
store for fresh fuel elements

control rod disassembly room
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Table 2

: I
Strategic points of the nuclear material safeguards system of the THTR-3oo

g.:

£'."
t ;" •'

P

Current
No.

envisaged
safeguards
treasure

accoun-
ting

surveil-
lance

accoun-
ting

contain-
ment

contain-;
roent

contain-
ment

contain-
ment

survei-
lance

accoun-
ting

local coac-**
dinaticn

store for
fresh fuel

roan No. 353

loading
station
room No.352

reactorcore/
loading facili-
ty-control room

reactorcore
prestressed
concrete pres-
sure vessel

blocks B1 and
B2, room No.11o

blocks B3, B4,
BS, B7 andBS
room No. o28

block B6
room No. o2o

discharge room
room No. o23

store for spent
fuel element«
room No. o75

explainer) in
the report
in more detail
under No. ...

2.3

2.3.2
2.4.1 and

4 and 5

2.4.1
6.2

3.2

3.2
6.2

3.2

3.3
6.2

2.5

key
measuring
point

yes

no

yes

no

no

no

no

yes

fig. 24

list of room numbers table 1
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transport from fuel
clement producer to
' THTR

store for fresh fuel
elements

1
loading station

inspection stand

core sluice.buffer for
fresh fuel elements

singler
scrap separator

buffer for discharged
elfcments collector

I
scrap drum

booster block
i

pebble distinction
facility

distributor
block

buffer, sluice

JL
discharge station

store for spent fuel
elements

transport to intermediale
store

fig.1: Pebble flow in theTHTR
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sealing hole 0 6 to 2 opposite crews

gasket

10 screws

ferroboron

fig. 5: Flange/cover for fuel element barrel
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fig . 5a-. Fuel element barrel
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S9.H.13.15.BIS S27
S 10.12.14.16,BlS S28

® singler

Q scrap separator

(Q) counter location

® collector

© switch

© pressure barrier

® doser
)̂ inlet port infront

of counter location

K12.19.20.21. D 18.19
do not exist

S 5.4.3
K 16.17.18
P4.5.6

D 24.25.26
S 6.7.8
D124.125.126

K 22.23.24

B 22 623 B 24
fig. 7; Diagrammatic representation of the loading facility
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fig. 11: Store for spent fuel elements
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S 2x2000 pure pebbles
[(designed for 30 years)

K8

1.CORE
BE 359.550
AE 37.317
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D 27

3x2100 pebblts

fig. 12: Number of pebbles in the loading facility and the core
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fig. 24 Safeguards measures for the different system components
of the HTR fuel element cycle


